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QUESTION BANK MANAGEMENT SYSTEM USING ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 

(AI) 

SANGEETA SINGH, AKSHITASHAKYA & DR. ASHOK KUMAR YADAV 

This paper aims to plan, analyze, design, and implement the System for a question bank using Artificial Intelligence 

(AI). This system is divided into three parts: 1) synthesis question bank management system functions; 2)design of the 

system framework for a question bank using AI; 3) assess the suitability of the system structure for a question bank 

using AI. The framework worked with the generation of automatic, adjusted, and distinctive test sheets, that contain 

various kinds of questions, covering the whole educational plan and showing slowly from effortlessness to trouble. We 

utilized the V-model to foster the framework:1. User Management, 2. Question Management, 3. Assessment 

Management, 4. Evaluation Management and 5. Marking Management. This model began by indicating the framework 

necessities, dissected and characterized the prerequisites into practical and non-functional prerequisites, developed the 

utilization cases and area model, the framework configuration was begun by deciding the information base tables and 

proper interfaces lastly, the execution stage was dispatched by carrying out the functionalities of the framework. Our 

framework was utilized effectively in distance learning just as in self-preparing. We have tried the framework with 

various kinds of courses educated in the schools, going from essential to auxiliary levels. The inputs of the two 

educators and students were exceptionally encouraging. Carrying out this framework will permit the schools to make a 

Questions-Bank data set. The framework permitted the school students to take tests, free activities, and tests, to 

download course surveys and past tests. The aim of the framework is to use in numerous educational establishments 
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